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Oxana was 21 years old when the first interview took place in July 2009. She is a first generation 
immigrant and has lived in Estonia for six years. Oxana is originally from Ukraine, representative 
of several new immigrants in Estonia. Since Estonian independence most immigrants have 
arrived from the former Soviet Union countries, including Ukraine (Järv 2009).  Similar to other 
immigrants, she has Estonian roots; her grandfather was Estonian and lived in Tartu. The 
repatriation of people with Estonian origin is part of Estonian national policy. The reason Oxana 
came to Estonia was to pursue a higher quality of education.  

The process of migration 

Oxana came to Estonia from Ukraine when she was 17-years old. Her migration was organised 
by her older brother who visited Estonia as a child and developed an interest for the country. 
After receiving his university diploma, he came to Estonia to study the Estonian language and 
deepen relations with their Estonian grandfather. After two years of studying, his language skills 
were sufficient enough for him to leave the programme and begin working.   

Actually I’m a little bit Estonian, I mean I’m, my mother is half-Estonian. Her 
father was Estonian and my grandfather lived in Estonia. My brother visited him 
several times and he liked it very much. I also was once in a summer camp in 
Estonia and I liked it too. And my brother decided to move to live in Estonia. So, 
when he finished his university study he moved to Estonia. He lived some time 
with grandfather. He /grandfather/ died meanwhile and he wanted me to come 
to Estonia, too. 

When Oxana completed her secondary school, her brother invited her to come to Estonia and to 
try to apply to university.  

But my brother found a grant where one could apply for a scholarship to study in 
Estonia. One should write a motivation letter for the study. And I did it and I won 
the scholarship. And because the scholarship was quite nice, I could cope, but in 
Ukraine if I would stay there I should go to work because of the economic 
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situation in Ukraine, so I decided to take this scholarship and come to study in 
Estonia and to use this chance. 

She was successfully accepted at university as well as several others in Ukraine. Oxana initially 
studied economy in Ukraine while waiting for further information from the Estonian university.  

Then for any reason I made the entering tests to three universities in Ukraine and 
I got in to three places. Because I had yet no official papers, I was matriculated 
into an Estonian University. And I started to study also in one Ukraine University 
as an Open University student. I thought if it will be very difficult and if I’ll not 
manage then at least I’ll not lose a year. And if everything will be ok with my 
language study, I can leave the study in Ukraine. But it happened that I could 
manage with both and actually I finished both universities [on bachelor level; at 
this moment Ukranian university is finished with next grade (specialist, which is 
like master) ] 

In her first year in Estonia Oxana intensively studied the language and in the following year she 
was able to study in Estonian. She recalls this time as frustrating and lonely because she could 
barely understand the lectures. Fortunately she was not alone. There were several Russian 
speaking students who she gathered support from. She also remembers that some lecturers 
offered additional time to explain what was difficult to understand. 

Oxana’s brother lived in a different city and was busy with his work while she studied. To 
combat her loneliness in a foreign country, Oxana contacted the Ukrainian association in Estonia 
and eventually became a member of the Ukranian diaspora.  

 

Identity building 

Surprisingly, Oxana has no Ukrainian origin; her one grandfather was Estonian and other 
relatives are Russian. She was taught by her grandmother to respect the culture of the country 
in which you are residing in. This is why Oxana learned Ukrainian beginning in her early 
childhood despite studying in a Russian school. 

I have to tell… that in fact I am not a Ukrainian at all, because all my other 
relatives are Russians; a part Estonian and Russian. But when I am asked who am 
I, I answer – Ukrainian (smile). Because in the family where I was grown up, there 
was an attitude that if you live in a country you should respect the culture of this 
country (.) my grandmother /…/ was from Siberia. She came to Ukraine when she 
was young and first what she did, she went to a language course. And when I 
was born she didn’t know yet very well Ukrainian, but she studied it with me. We 
listened to Ukrainian radio and red Ukrainian books. So I don’t remember how I 
learned Ukrainian language, I feel I always knew it. And because I was active in 
Estonian society in my town so when I came here I was accepted into Ukrainian 
congress [it is a Ukrainian Diaspora society in Estonia]. This is a very patriotic 
organisation - as all such kind of organisations are. 

 



In Estonia she felt uncomfortable when people who heard her Russian accent asked her if she is 
Russian. In fact she prefers to introduce herself as Ukrainian. She recounted several times during 
the interview about her experiences with people when they discovered that she is Ukrainian and 
not Russian. Oxana’s ethnic identity is progressively evolving. She emphasizes her Ukrainian 
identity to build a sense of belonging with Estonians as well as distancing herself from the 
Russian hegemony.  

So. But here people accept me as a Russian whom I actually am. Estonians who 
know me they know that I am Ukrainian, because I tell to everyone that I am 
Ukrainian and run with their flag. And I invite my course mates to our Ukrainian 
actions. They not think I am Russian. But those Russians with whom I 
communicate, by the way, I have much less friends among Estonians than among 
Russians, but they think I am their own. For example, when there were those 
actions in April 2007 in Tallinn, then my friend told me about them and about the 
reaction of the police, etc. but I kept silence, I didn’t like this talk, but I also didn’t 
argue with her, because she is Russian and feels as a Russian. Then she offered 
me a situation: if there will be a fighting between Estonian and Russian, you will 
be on the Russians side? But I am not sure. Not knowing the reasons of fighting, 
I’ll be probably on the Estonian side.  

She does not approve of the primitive black and white division of people according to their 
ethnic origin and discusses that this division unfortunately exists in the faculty at the University: 

… because of my accent I have like a label “Russian”. Or for example when we 
had a seminar after the April affairs and we were talking about what happened. 
And because at the faculty of social sciences there are very few non-Estonians 
and all they expressed their opinion. Then I hike my hand and also wanted to tell 
what I think about this. And our lecturer looked at me and said: “let’s listen the 
counter side.”  Why should I be the counter side? But this is the attitude. 

In Estonia the ethnic origin of people seems extremely important. Therefore, these issues 
became important for Oxana as well. She remembers, with some nostalgia, her school years in 
Ukraine where the ethnic origin of classmates was not an issue: 

For example [here] if I tell to somebody that I have a new roommate the next 
question will be: is she an Estonian or a Russian? In Ukraine such a question will 
be never asked. For example I don’t know who Ukrainian was and who Russian 
among my classmates. My ethnic identity was also not a question. I didn’t deal 
with it. 

It is interesting to learn why Oxana does not emphasize her Estonian origin. This question was 
discarded by her with a short explanation “because I am not typical Estonian” upon which she 
elaborated on later: 

… when I start speaking with accent, then in a moment it is clear that I am not … 

J: Real Estonian. 



O: Yes. And also, how can I say that I am Estonian when I have a typical name 
and family name and quite strong accent, and I have not lived in Estonia as well. 
There, my brother responds to the question who is he by the nation, an Estonian. 
Yes, but I am not. I am not responding that way. 

 

 

 

 

Being between the two “homes”  

Oxana’s experience of moving from Ukraine to Estonia is an illustrative example of the migration 
process. She has been able to create a network in Estonia as well as retain her Ukrainian roots. 
Prior to moving to Estonia she was already an active member in Estonian society and now while 
in Estonia she continues to remain in contact with her home country as well as with the 
Ukrainian diaspora living in Estonia. Keeping in contact with Ukrainians was important for her in 
order to diminish her feeling painful loneliness. She explained that learning the Estonian 
language was also crucial in this process and believes that those who do not voluntarily take the 
opportunity to learn the language in which they are residing in create obstacles for themselves. 

This kind of ‘not knowing of the language’ is voluntary, setting yourself 
voluntarily in some sort of isolation. 

However she does recognize that learning a language is not easy and remembers that she had 
her own difficulties before befriending an Estonian girl whose family became a kind of foster 
family for her and assisted her in learning the language and adjusting to a new life.  

Integration and plans for the future 

Due to her efforts today Oxana is satisfied with her life in Estonia and is well integrated in 
Estonian society. She is very active in initiating communication with Estonians and non-
Estonians.  

Since August 2009 Oxana works in an international firm and is a second year master student. 
This year she also graduated from university in Ukraine on the master level. At university in 
Estonia she graduated cum laude on the bachelor level. She is active in the student’s society and 
in the Ukrainian Diaspora organisation. She organises events and also invites her Estonian 
classmates and friends to them.  
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Why I don’t want to go back to Ukraine - the thing is that, it is not only that it is 
so bad to be in Ukraine, but just I cannot imagine where I am going back to. My 
fellowship has somehow faded away with the years. I come back to Ukraine, but 
with my previous good friends I don’t have already nothing to talk about, our 
common interests went so went so apart that basically I have there 3 persons 
with whom I communicate relatively lot when I am back to Ukraine. Also here, I 
can see lot of opportunities for finding a job. Luckily I know Estonian well and 
Russian is actually a great advantage. Ukrainian is by the way also a great asset 
during the last times. I come to Ukraine… actually I here too started from the 
scratch, I know, what it means to start from the zero. 

She is not interested in returning to Ukraine at the moment as she has created a life for herself 
in Estonia and sees greater job opportunities there.  

 


